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Vibrotactile Guidance Cues for Target Acquisition1

Tal Oron-Gilad, Joshua L. Downs, Richard D. Gilson, and Peter A. Hancock2

Abstract—Three experiments examined the use of vibrotactile3
cues to guide an operator toward a target. Vibrotactile stimula-4
tion on the hand can provide spatially stabilizing cues for feedback5
of subtle changes in position. When such feedback is present, a6
deviation from the point of origin results in tactile stimulation in-7
dicating the direction and magnitude of the positional error. Like-8
wise, spatial deviation from a desired position displayed tactually9
can provide robust position guidance and stabilization sufficient to10
improve the acquisition time and accuracy of fine cursor control.11
A major advantage of this mode of information representation is12
that it can be present at the same time as visual cues with minimal13
cross-modal interference. Our findings suggest that performance14
is actually enhanced when both tactile and visual cues are present.15
Although previous studies have suggested that various forms of16
tactile feedback can provide position guidance and stabilization, to17
our knowledge, this work is the first that details the effect of tactile18
feedback on target acquisition directly.19Q1

Index Terms—Guidance cues, target acquisition, vibrotactile.20

I. INTRODUCTION21

PRESENT combat operational forces must face frequent22

sniper opposition and often engage in small, troop-size23

covert operations at night where unexpected, street-to-street24

conflicts may develop. Under such circumstances, it is crucial25

to know from which direction enemy fire is coming, especially26

to reduce friendly-fire and civilian casualties. Within this gen-27

eral realm of concern for target detection and identification, the28

purpose of the present studies was to establish how vibrotactile29

guidance cues can be used to improve marksmanship. The work30

originated in an effort to provide covert communication, navi-31

gation, and weapon aiming cues for infantrymen. The practical32

implications of this study can be extended beyond marksman-33

ship alone into the whole range of target acquisition and warning34

domains where the visual environment is cluttered and complex.35

A. Tactile Aiming Guidance System (TAGS)36

Vibrotactile stimulation can provide spatially stabilizing cues37

for feedback of subtle changes in position [1]–[4]. Once such38

a feedback system is engaged, any deviation from the point of39

origin can result in tactile stimulation indicating the direction40
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and magnitude of any undesired change. Likewise, spatial de- 41

viations from a desired position displayed tactually can provide 42

robust position guidance and stabilization sufficient to improve 43

the acquisition time and accuracy of fine cursor control [5], [6]. 44

TAGS may provide covert WY-Feel-IWYG (what you feel is 45

what you get; an analogy to WYSIWYG, “what you see is what 46

you get”) aim-point adjustment that is as rapid and accurate 47

as enhanced visual sights for aim-point adjustment. TAGS may 48

also provide tactile feedback that can be used by the marksman 49

to stabilize weapon aiming. Since TAGS apply their stimuli to 50

the hands directly and are a tactile channel that may be capable 51

of cooperating with the visual channel without interference [7], 52

their stimuli may have greater affordances for aim-point guid- 53

ance and stabilization than the iron and enhanced visual sights 54

(e.g., laser and infrared optical sights). These affordances may 55

translate into decreases in time to hit the target and decreases in 56

the number of bullets fired relative to visual aiming cues alone. 57

Though the literature suggests that various forms of tactile 58

feedback can provide position guidance and stabilization, no 59

current published research has detailed the effect of tactile feed- 60

back on marksmanship [1], [5], [6], [8]. As such, our investiga- 61

tion attempted to determine if tactile feedback with or without 62

visual cues can improve marksmanship compared to visual feed- 63

back alone. 64

B. Research Questions 65

Our main purpose was thus to examine whether tactile cu- 66

ing with or without visual cues will improve target acquisition. 67

Given the potential for TAGS to provide guidance cues for tar- 68

get selection, several fundamental design issues needed to be 69

addressed: Where should the tactors be placed to provide di- 70

rectional left and right cues? Does the perception of left and 71

right change with tactor placement? Also, what kinds of stim- 72

uli should TAGS employ to provide relative distance between 73

aim-point and desired aim-point (on-target). 74

Experiment 1 was designed to address the issue of tactor 75

placement on the hand, and examine whether change in direc- 76

tional right or left is related to tactor placement. Experiments 2 77

and 3 examined the vibrotactile cues themselves; i.e., generate 78

stimuli that provide both direction and relative distance between 79

the current aim-point and the desired aim-point. Both Experi- 80

ments 2 and 3 explored the effect of relative distance cues and 81

on- versus off-target tactile stimuli on reaction time and accu- 82

racy of target acquisition. Specifically, Experiment 2 examined 83

the effect of relative distance cues and on- versus off-target 84

tactile stimuli on reaction time and accuracy of aiming, while 85

comparing the effect of presenting visual-only, tactile-only, or 86

combined visual + tactile cues. Experiment 3 further investi- 87

gated the interaction between the gradient of distance cues and 88

the on- versus off-target interaction. Prior research has suggested 89
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the experimental system used in Experiments 1–3.
A static background image was projected on the PC monitor; visual target cues
were added when applicable.

that for a target acquisition task, the visual display is not neces-90

sary for the entire duration of the movement [9], [10]. The visual91

display is generally required for determining the direction of ini-92

tial ballistic movement toward the target and then again for the93

further fine movements required for final target acquisition. Ex-94

periment 3 sought to examine whether similar characteristics are95

also found for tactile cuing. Both continuous and discrete vibro-96

tactile distance cues were examined. The continuous condition97

was similar to that in Experiment 2, providing a continuous, rel-98

ative to distance, vibrotactile cue during the entire movement.99

In the discrete condition, an initial vibrotactile burst was pro-100

vided to trigger the ballistic movement of the hand. Then, as the101

cursor approached the target, the tactile display was presented102

continuously as in the continuous condition. The distances cho-103

sen between discrete and continuous vibrotactile cuing reflect104

the end of the first ballistic movement, and the tolerance for105

establishing unambiguous initial movement, respectively.106

II. GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN107

A. Apparatus108

The experimental software ran on a 3.00-GHz Dell Dimen-109

sion 8300 with the Windows XP Professional operating system.110

Screen and color resolutions were fixed at 1024 × 768 and111

32-bit, respectively. A Dell M992 18-in monitor was used to112

project the visual display to the participants. A Gyration Ultra113

inertial mouse was plugged into the high-speed USB port on114

the computer and functioned like a conventional three-button115

mouse with a scrolling wheel. The vibrotactile tactor system116

included two EAI C2 tactors, a tactor driver, and a Velcro strap117

for positioning the tactors on the hand.The tactor driver was118

connected to the personal computer (PC) (see Fig. 1). A static119

background image from UbiSoft’s “Ghost Recon” depicting a120

virtual city scene looking across a street at a brick wall was121

displayed for the duration of the trials (northwest wall in map122

“m05_embassy.env”) (see Fig. 2). A small grayed rectangle at123

the center of the image was where the default start point of124

each trial began. The visual stimuli were superimposed on this125

background in the visual conditions (see Fig. 3).126

Fig. 2. Static background image used for all three experiments. The small
grayed rectangle at the center of the image is where the default start point of
each trial began.

Fig. 3. Visual target on the background image. This particular target was a
large near target.

1) Targets: To incorporate the Fitts law paradigm [11]–[14], 127

small and large targets were generated to the left and to the right 128

of the center of the display. Targets consisted of a soldier from 129

the Ghost Recon game holding an AK-74 pointed at the par- 130

ticipant (actor “m05_eli_ak74_1.atr”). The target was captured 131

in perspective for its location and size, and included a shadow. 132

Small targets were 14 pixels wide; large targets were 28 pixels 133

wide. The centers of mass of the target positions were located 134

423 pixels from the center of the display for the far targets, and 135

169 pixels from the center of the display for the near targets. 136

The order of presentation of the eight possible targets (right– 137

left, small–large, near–far) was partially counterbalanced using 138

a sliding Latin Square technique for each participant. The mouse 139

cursor was depicted as a white cross (“+”) 19 pixels across, and 140

always started a trial in the center of the screen. The cursor 141

was constrained by the software to move only in the horizontal 142

plane passing through the center of the screen and the center of 143

mass of all targets. Target guidance cues were provided by the 144

visual display, by the tactile display, or by both the visual and 145

tactile display, depending on the experimental condition. For 146
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Fig. 4. Location of tactors on the hand in Experiment 1. (a) Ventral and
(b) dorsal.

experimental conditions where visual cues were available (in147

Experiments 2 and 3), targets appeared visually on the screen148

superimposed on the background. In the tactile-only conditions,149

only the cursor appeared on the background image.150

2) Tactor Placement: Tactors were placed either on the palm151

(ventral) or on the back of the hand (dorsal). Ventral placement152

refers to the tactors being placed between the mouse and the153

participant’s hand [see Fig. 4(a)]. Dorsal placement refers to154

the participant’s hand being placed between the mouse and the155

tactors [see Fig. 4(b)]. Both positions minimally interfere with156

the manipulation of the mouse. Tactor placement was adjusted157

for each participant separately and a Velcro strap was used to158

secure the tactor position.159

3) Vibrotactile Stimuli: The vibrotactile stimulus was a160

modulated 250-Hz sinusoidal signal held at a constant gain161

for all participants [15], [16]. Skin is most sensitive to light162

vibrations around 200 Hz [17], and maximum sensitivity for163

vibratory touch stimuli occurs from 200 to 400 Hz at stimu-164

lus intensities ranging from −20 to +60 dB [15], [18], [19].165

Frequency sensitivity is rather limited and should be used with166

great discretion as a stimulus variable in tactile communica- 167

tion [20]. The IEA actuators are relatively fast, and reach the set 168

frequency within 2–3 ms, which results in clear distinctive stim- 169

ulus bursts. White noise was presented via headphones to mask 170

the sound of the mechanical relays used in the tactor driver. We 171

used burst rate as our primary source for coding as the use of 172

temporal patterns have been successfully demonstrated before 173

(see, for example, [15]). The vibrotactile burst was kept con- 174

stant at 100 ms for all experiments for both directional cues and 175

on-target cues. 176

4) Vibrotactile Directional Cues: Burst rate varied among 177

experiments. In Experiment 1, the burst rate was kept constant 178

at 6.7 bursts/s (a stimulus burst of 100 ms and an interstimulus 179

interval (ISI) of 50 ms). In Experiments 2 and 3, the burst rate 180

changed gradually as a function of horizontal distance from the 181

target. It was driven by a third-order polynomial function rang- 182

ing from ISIs of 250 to 10 ms (where 10 ms is often considered 183

as the lower limit for gap detection [21], [22]). Discriminability 184

among the gradual changes of the polynomial function were not 185

examined. Yet, discriminability between the two extremities of 186

the function; frequent (about 9 bursts/s, 100-ms bursts, and ISI 187

of 10 ms) and infrequent burst rate (about 3 bursts/s, 100-ms 188

bursts, and ISI of 250 ms) was determined. Two movement pro- 189

files (gradients) of ISI changes were generated; Gradient Up in 190

which as the cursor approaches the target, the cuing becomes 191

more frequent or Gradient Down in which as the cursor ap- 192

proaches the target, the cuing becomes less frequent (see Fig. 5). 193

The gradual change in burst rate was applied whenever the cur- 194

sor was within 60◦ of the target; beyond 60◦ (which meant that 195

the cursor was relatively far from the target), burst rate was kept 196

constant at either frequent or infrequent burst rate depending on 197

the gradient and the direction of the cursor (to the left or to the 198

right of the target, respectively). 199

5) Vibrotactile Discrete Directional Cues: It has been sug- 200

gested that visual cueing is not necessary for the entire duration 201

of the movement of a rapid target-selection task [9], [10]. Rather, 202

cues providing directional information must be provided during 203

the initial movement stage and again near the target. This claim 204

was examined for vibrotactile directional cues in Experiment 3. 205

Based on the average movement profile derived from Experi- 206

ment 1, two movement ranges were defined: 1) initial movement; 207

from target pop-up to eight pixels of movement toward the tar- 208

get, and 2) the end of the first ballistic movement; movements 209

toward the target within 105 pixels of the nearest edge of the 210

target. Those ranges were imposed on the continuous profile 211

to create a discrete cueing condition (see Fig. 6). Movement 212

away from the target always resulted in a continuous tactile cue 213

with frequent or infrequent burst rate for the Up and the Down 214

gradients, respectively. 215

6) Vibrotactile On-Target Cues: On-target cues were ap- 216

plied from both tactors simultaneously. Burst rate on target was 217

kept constant, but varied among experiments. In Experiment 1, 218

the burst rate was 6.7 bursts/s. In Experiment 2, cues on target 219

were either suppressed (silent, no cues while on target) or 220

enhanced (frequent burst rate on target, about 9 bursts/s). In 221

Experiment 3, cues on target were either suppressed, enhanced 222

fast with frequent burst rate on target, or enhanced slow with 223
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Fig. 5. Interstimulus interval by scalar distance from target used in Experi-
ments 2 and 3. The upper gradient profile [Gradient Down (GraD)] is one in
which as the cursor approaches the target, the cuing becomes less frequent.
The lower gradient profile [Gradient Up (GraU)] is one in which as the cursor
approaches the target, cues become more frequent. Discriminability was experi-
mentally determined between the frequent (about 9 bursts/s, 100-ms bursts, and
ISI of 10 ms) and the infrequent burst rate (about 3 bursts/s, 100-ms bursts, and
ISI of 250 ms).

infrequent burst rate on target (about 3 bursts/s) depending on224

the experimental trial.225
7) Tactor Discrimination Test: The test was administered to226

establish the magnitude of bias, if any, between the two tactors.227

Participants were presented a randomized set of left, right, or228

both tactor stimuli and asked to select which tactors were acti-229

vated. Each stimulus burst was of 100 ms. Each combination of230

tactors (left, right, and both) was presented six times, for a total231

of 18 trials. The “left” and “right” buttons were used for indicat-232

ing the left and right tactors, respectively. The “both” button was233

positioned in the center of the screen. Upon completion of the234

18 trials, the participants shifted a continuous scrollbar left or235

right to indicate the relative intensity of the left and right tactors.236

The gain of the tactors was kept constant throughout the test.237

B. General Procedure238

In all the three experiments, the participants sat comfortably239

in front of the computer monitor. Tactors were placed on the240

hand in which they normally used a computer mouse, and the241

Fig. 6. Discrete and continuous profiles used in Experiment 3. The continuous
profile is similar to the one used in Experiment 2. The grayed area represents
the discrete condition. Cuing occurred only during the initial eight pixels of
movement and during the last 105 pixels near the target, as the initial ballistic
movement ended and fine submovements began.

tactors were adjusted properly for each participant. Tactors were 242

placed in line with the thumb and fourth finger at the base of 243

the palm, either on the ventral or dorsal surface of the hand, 244

depending on the experimental condition. The tactors were held 245

in place by a Velcro strap wrapped around the hand. Participants 246

had the tactors in contact with their hand for the entire duration 247

of the experiment. Prior to any trials, we made certain that 248

participants reported 100% detection rate for the tactile stimuli 249

for both tactors and that tactor intensity was perceived as equal 250

from both tactors (see tactor discrimination test). 251

III. EXPERIMENT 1 252

As the locus on the skin is the primary coding mechanism 253

for vibrotactile displays [15], it was important to establish the 254

location of the tactors on the hand. Experiment 1 examined 255

the initial response to directional (to the left or to the right) 256

vibrotactile guidance cues for two tactor placements; on the 257

palm (ventral) versus on the back of the hand (dorsal). 258

The participant’s hand was oriented perpendicular with re- 259

spect to the floor (see Fig. 7). This position of the hand is a 260

common grip position and, as such, suitable for TAGS. It is also 261

a hand position where (for a right hand) the left side of the hand 262

(thumb up) and the right side of the hand are not in accordance 263
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Fig. 7. Hand position and holding of the inertial mouse in Experiment 1. Note
that the tactors were placed either ventral or dorsal as shown in Fig 6.

with the left side of the trunk and the right side of the trunk. It264

was expected, however, that for a hand facing perpendicular to265

the ground (as shown in Fig. 7), the vibrotactile direction cues266

applied to the left side of the hand (thumb) will result in move-267

ment of the hand to the left and cues applied to the right side268

of the hand (pinkie finger) will result in movement of the hand269

to the right regardless of the tactor placement (ventral or dor-270

sal) since trunk position is the dominant factor in determining271

movement direction.272

To solely examine the tactile affordances, no visual cues were273

presented in this experiment.274

A. Experimental Design275

A two-way repeated measures design with tactor placement276

(ventral versus dorsal) and target location (left versus right) as277

the within-participant variable.278

B. Experimental Participants279

Twenty-four undergraduate students at the University of Cen-280

tral Florida participated in this experiment. There were 12 males281

and 12 females. Though three males and one female stated that282

they wrote with their left hand, all participants stated that they283

use their right hand for mouse operations. There were no sig-284

nificant correlations between age, gender, mouse use in hours285

per day, and computer game play in hours per day with initial286

movement time and probability of correct initial movement.287

C. Apparatus288

Apparatus was as described in Section II. The mouse was used289

in its inertial mouse mode such that movement of the cursor fully290

left or right from the center of the screen required a wrist flexion291

or extension of 60◦.292

Initial movement time (iMT), probability of correct initial293

movement direction (iMove), and time-stamped movement pro-294

files were collected for each trial. iMT for this experiment was295

defined as the time in milliseconds between target pop-up and296

the start of movement by the participant. iMove for this ex-297

periment was defined as the probability of making a correct 298

initial movement toward the target by the participant. Move- 299

ment profiles consisted of the time-stamped (in milliseconds) 300

“x” screen coordinate of the center of the cursor recorded once 301

every mouse tick. Mouse ticks only occur when there is move- 302

ment of the mouse, with a maximum recording rate of about 303

100 mouse ticks per s for the described system. 304

D. Procedure 305

Participants were assigned to one of two orders of presenta- 306

tion of the tactor placement (ventral or dorsal). The participants 307

were presented two blocks of 16 targets, for a total of 32 trials. 308

Upon completion of the first 16 trials, the tactor location was 309

switched. Before each block of trials, the tactor placement was 310

verified by obtaining the participant’s subjective perception of 311

the discriminability and comfort of the tactors. This was accom- 312

plished by pulsing the first one, then the other tactor, and having 313

the participant point to the tactor they felt was activated. 314

For all trials, the participants sat comfortably in front of the 315

computer monitor with their hand unsupported (see Fig. 7). 316

Participants were instructed to depress and hold the inertial 317

mouse mode button under the mouse with their index finger 318

whenever they wanted to move the cursor. Participants were 319

not instructed to keep their eyes open during the experiment; 320

however, we did not observe any of the participants closing 321

their eyes systematically throughout the experiment. 322

Participants practiced using the inertial mouse to move the 323

cursor fully left, right, up, and down by using only hand motions 324

about the wrist. Then, the experiment began. 325

The primary task of the participants during a trial was to 326

quickly move their hand in the direction of the target when they 327

had an idea where the target was located. When a trial began, 328

the tactile stimulus was presented. It continued to be present 329

until the trial ended. Irrespective of the correctness of movement 330

direction, each trial ended when the participant moved the cursor 331

beyond the distance the target was located from the center of the 332

screen. When the trial ended, the participant returned his or her 333

hand position to neutral position and waited for the next trial to 334

begin. 335

E. Results 336

The general linear model (GLM) in SPSS 11.5 was employed 337

to analyze the two-way, repeated measures design. All tests were 338

run at the α = 0.05 level. Unambiguous intentional movements 339

did not typically appear within 1◦ of hand movement, suggesting 340

that the tolerance for identifying the initial movement could be 341

widened to eight pixels (1◦ of hand movement) rather than the 342

1-pixel tolerance employed by the data collection program. This 343

1◦ tolerance was applied to the iMT and iMove data. 344

The data indicated that movement to the left or movement 345

to the right based on vibrotactile guidance cues is indepen- 346

dent of the location of the tactors on the hand when both tac- 347

tors are located on the ventral or dorsal surface. There was no 348

significant interaction between tactor placement on the ven- 349

tral (V) or dorsal (D) surface and targets left (L) or right 350

(R) on initial movement time [(MVL = 0.648; MVR = 0.644; 351
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MDL = 0.709; MDR = 679; F (1, 23) = 0.966, p > 0.05,352

(η2
p = .040, (β = 0.156]. There was no significant interac-353

tion between tactor placement and target left or right on iMove354

(MVL = 0.776; MVR = 0.755; MDL = 0.734; MDR = 0.682;355

F (1, 23) = 0.195, p < 0.05, (η2
p = 0.008,(β = 0.071].When356

the user’s hand orients perpendicular with respect to the floor357

(as shown in Fig. 7), the results suggest that there were no358

differences between placements in relation to the direction of359

movement. We, therefore, chose to use the ventral placement360

for the following studies as it enabled a better grip on the mouse361

by the participants.362

IV. EXPERIMENT 2363

Experiment 2 established the effect of continuous relative364

distance cues and on- versus off-target vibrotactile stimuli on365

reaction time and accuracy for target selection. Visual target cues366

were set against a visual background that had to be searched (as367

it is most likely to be in environments where targets are cam-368

ouflaged intentionally). Tactile target cues were set against a369

relatively quiet background, and always correctly indicated the370

direction of the target. As such, it was expected that tactile tar-371

get cues would facilitate target search and movement accuracy,372

and that using visual and vibrotactile direction and distance373

cues combined would result in faster time-to-target compared374

to visual cues alone.375

The initial tactile burst on target pop-up provided the direction376

(right or left). The manipulation of tactile burst rate provided the377

gradient (i.e., the distance from the target). Increasing burst rate378

gave rapid feedback during near-target submovements. Decreas-379

ing burst rate gave initial cues on target pop-up, but less rapid380

feedback during near-target submovements. It was expected that381

faster tactile burst rates near the target would result in faster382

time-to-target compared to slower burst rates near the target as383

the faster burst rates close to the target provide feedback for the384

final approach to the target. Furthermore, it was also important385

to identify whether the vibrotactile cues on target should be en-386

hanced (frequent burst rate on target) or suppressed [no pulsing387

on target (silent)]. Subject matter experts in marksmanship have388

indicated that a suppressed or silent target is preferred since the389

extra stimulation while on target may be distracting the operator390

from the target acquisition task. Experiment 2 was designed to391

empirically explore this claim.392

A. Experimental Design393

Experiment 2 employed a 3 × 2 × 2 mixed factorial de-394

sign. The within-participant variable was Display (visual versus395

tactile versus visual + tactile combined). Between-participants396

variables included cuing on target (Suppressed or Enhanced)397

and gradient (Up or Down).398

B. Experimental Participants399

The 24 undergraduate students at the University of Central400

Florida who participated in Experiment 1 also participated in401

this experiment. Hence, there were 12 males and 12 females in402

the sample. Each participant performed both experiments on the403

Fig. 8. Hand position using the inertial mouse for Experiments 2 and 3. Here
the hand was supported by the desk and the tactors were placed on the mouse.

same day. A short break was offered between the experiments, 404

but all participants declined. There were no significant corre- 405

lations between age, gender, and mouse use in hours per day, 406

and computer game play in hours per day with initial move- 407

ment time, probability of correct initial movement, and target 408

selection time. 409

C. Apparatus 410

The setup for Experiment 2 was similar to Experiment 1, 411

with the following changes. The mouse was used in its optical 412

mouse mode on the desk in front of the monitor. Hence, par- 413

ticipants no longer had to hold the mouse in their hand in the 414

air. Practically, it was difficult for participants to hold their arm 415

freely without support (as in Experiment 1) for the duration of 416

a longer experiment. Tactors were positioned on either side of 417

the mouse such that the thumb and third finger were in direct 418

contact with the tactors’ vibrating elements (see Fig. 8) similar 419

to the ventral position in Experiment 1. Movement of the cursor 420

onto the near targets required a 2.5-in movement of the mouse 421

from the central point of origin. Movement of the cursor onto 422

the far targets required a 5.0-in movement, respectively. In the 423

visual and visual + tactile conditions, visual targets appeared as 424

described in the general experimental method (Fig. 3). 425

Initial movement time (iMT), probability of correct initial 426

movement (iMove), the number of times on-target (otCnt), time 427

from target pop-up to target selection (ST), and time-stamped 428

movement profiles were collected for each trial. iMT for this ex- 429

periment is defined as the time in seconds between target pop-up 430

and the start of movement by the participant. iMove is the prob- 431

ability of a correct initial movement toward the target by the 432

participant. otCnt is defined as the number of times the cursor 433
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went from off-target to on-target. Movement profiles consisted434

of the time-stamped (in seconds) horizontal screen coordinate435

of the center of the cursor recorded every time the mouse posi-436

tion changed. A maximum recording rate of about 100 mouse437

movements per second was achieved for the described system.438

D. Experimental Procedure439

Participants were randomly assigned to one of four groups:440

target Suppressed (TarS), gradient Up (GraU); target Sup-441

pressed, gradient Down (GraD); target Enhanced (TarE), gradi-442

ent Up; and target Enhanced, gradient Down. The participants443

were presented three blocks of 32 targets, for a total of 96 trials.444

The first block of trials was visual-only, the second block of tri-445

als was tactile-only, and the third block of trials was visual and446

tactile. Order of presentation of the blocks was not varied in this447

experiment. Before each block of trials, the instructions specific448

for the block were briefly reviewed. Upon completion of the ex-449

periment, the participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire450

about their experience with computers and video games, and451

their subjective experience during the experiment.452

The primary task during a trial was to quickly move the453

cursor onto the target, and then, when on target, to click on the454

left mouse button. When a trial began, the white cross cursor455

appeared in the center of the screen for all conditions. In the456

visual conditions, the target appeared at random position in457

the horizontal plane. The target continued to be presented until458

the trial ended. Each trial ended when the participant clicked459

on the target. For the tactile condition, tactile cuing did not460

stop until the participant clicked on the target. If the participant461

missed the target and clicked elsewhere, tactile cuing continued462

to indicate that he did not hit the target yet. The next trial began463

after a random delay ranging from 2 to 9 s.464

E. Results465

The GLM in SPSS 11.5 was employed to analyze the 3 ×466

2 × 2 mixed factorial design. All tests were run at the α = 0.05467

level for significance testing.468

There were no significant differences for selection time be-469

tween the visual condition and the visual + tactile condition470

(MST = 1423 ms (SD = 241), and MST = 1368 ms (SD =471

175)]. However, there was a small trend (Cohen’s d = 0.261) to-472

ward shorter selection times in the tactile + visual condition. The473

visual and visual + tactile conditions were significantly better474

than the tactile-only condition (MST = 6647 ms (SD = 4080)].475

There was a significant interaction between the gradient of476

vibrotactile stimuli (GraU or GraD) and the method used to477

highlight the target (TarS or TarE) for selection times. The478

suppressed target condition (MTarS = 4395 ms) was superior479

to the enhanced target condition (MTarE = 8899 ms) in terms480

of target selection time (ST) [F (1, 20) = 11.017,p < 0.05,481

(mbiη B2P
pPB = 0.355 (see Fig. 9). This is particularly evident482

when the pulse rate increases as the cursor moves closer to a483

target (GraU).484

For number of movements on target until acquisition (otCnt),485

there was a significant Display × Target × Gradient interac-486

tion [F (2, 40) = 3.94, p < 0.05,(η B2P
pPB = 0.165]. Here, the487

Fig. 9. Target selection time in Experiment 2 where there was a significant in-
teraction between the cuing on target (suppressed or enhanced) and the gradient
of the movement (up or down, see Fig. 7).

Fig. 10. Number of movements on target in Experiment 2. Here, again the
same interaction between the cuing on target (suppressed or enhanced) and the
gradient of the movement (up or down, see Fig. 7) was found.

tactile-only condition was inferior to the visual and the visual 488

+ tactile conditions across all combinations resulting in more 489

times to cross over the target before acquiring it as shown in 490

Fig. 10. The tactile + visual condition was not significantly dif- 491

ferent from the visual condition except for in the gradient Down 492

and target Enhanced condition (M = 1.281 (SD = 0.201), and 493

M = 1.146 (SD = 0.151), respectively]. 494

With regard to initial movement time, there was a significant 495

main effect of display [F (2, 40) = 33.350,p < 0.05,(η B2P
pPB 496

= 0.625] indicating that the initial movements in the visual + 497

tactile conditions were significantly faster than in either one of 498

the other conditions (M = 404 (SD = 63) ms, M = 386 (SD 499

= 83) ms, and M = 288 (SD = 59) ms, respectively, for the 500

visual, tactile-only, and visual + tactile conditions]. There were 501

no significant differences in initial movement between the visual 502

and the tactile-only conditions as shown in Fig. 11. 503

Experiment 2 showed that there was an interaction between 504

the gradient of vibrotactile stimuli and the method used to high- 505

light the target. The suppressed target condition (where no tactile 506

stimulus was present when the cursor was on target) was superior 507

to the enhanced target condition (where perceived intensity was 508

at its highest on the target). Experiment 2 also revealed a consis- 509

tent superiority of the visual and visual-tactile conditions over 510

tactile-only. This finding can be attributed to the fact that vision 511

is the dominant source of information for the object selection 512
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Fig 11. Initial movement times in Experiment 2 where the combined visual +
tactile display provided the fastest responses.

task employed. There were advantages in initial movement time513

to the visual + tactile condition over the visual-only condition;514

however, these differences were not significantly maintained515

in target selection time. Possibly, the small yet significant dif-516

ference in the number of times the cursor went over the target517

(otCnt) for the enhanced target caused the initial movement time518

advantage to dissipate. This may imply that for the tactile stim-519

uli to be effective for target acquisition, a large differentiation520

is necessary between guidance cues and on-target cues.521

V. EXPERIMENT 3522

Experiment 3 was designed to establish if there are perfor-523

mance differences between tactile and visual + tactile displays524

with respect to: 1) the interaction between the near-target pulse525

rate and on-target cues, and 2) differences between discrete and526

continuous guidance cues.527

Experiment 2 showed that the effectiveness of distance guid-528

ance cues may interact with the on-target cues when those cues529

use the same basic burst rate. Experiment 3 further investigated530

this interaction between the gradient of directional cues and the531

on-target cues. To maximize differentiation between on-target-532

and near-target cues [23]–[27], three different on-target cues533

were used. It was hypothesized that providing higher resolution534

feedback near the target (ISI < 100 ms) should improve target535

selection accuracy compared to lower resolution feedback (ISI536

< 100 ms) [21]. Minimum difference between the on-target-537

and near-target stimuli occurs when the on-target- and near-538

target pulse rates are the same. With this in mind, using the539

absence of vibrotactile stimuli on-target with infrequent burst540

rate near the target should result in an intermediate level of dif-541

ference between the on-target- and near-target stimuli. It was,542

thus, expected that variation in burst rate between near-target543

and on-target will result in shorter time-on-target than no or544

smaller variations in burst rate.545

Based on research in movement control [9], [10] it was hy-546

pothesized that discontinuous vibrotactile direction and distance547

cues (discrete cues) will result in identical target selection times548

to continuous vibrotactile direction and distance cues.549

A. Experimental Design550

Experiment 3 employed a 2 × 3 × 2 × 2 mixed factorial551

design (Display by On-target Cues by Gradient by Continu-552

Fig. 12. Graphical depiction of the conditions in Experiment 3. The tactile
display was either continuous (GraC) (as shown in the left) or discrete (GraDi).
Three levels of target cuing [suppressed (S), enhanced slow (Es), and enhanced
fast (Ef)] and two gradient profiles [Up(GraU) and Down (GraD)] generated 12
experimental combinations for each display type.

ous versus Discrete stimuli). Within-subjects variables include 553

Visual + Tactile or Tactile (Display), and Target Suppressed, 554

Target Enhanced Slow, or Target Enhanced Fast (TarSEsf). 555

Between-subjects variables include Gradient Continuous or 556

Gradient Discrete (GraCDi), and ISI Gradient sweeps Up or 557

Down (GraUDo). 558

Fig. 12 graphically depicts the 12 possible combinations for 559

TarSEsf ×GraCDi × GraUDo. The height of the curves rep- 560

resents the duration of ISI, where higher points on the curves 561

represent longer ISI. The width of the curves represents the 562

scalar distance from the target, where the target is in the center 563

of convergence of each set of curves. TarSEsf is represented 564

by the blank space or mixed-color bar between the converging 565

curves. GraCDi is represented by the continuity of the curves; 566

the left set of curves is Continuous, while the right set is Dis- 567

crete. Finally, GraUDo is represented by the height of the curves 568

at the center of convergence of the set of curves. 569

B. Participants 570

Thirty-two undergraduate students at the University of Cen- 571

tral Florida participated in this experiment. There were nine 572

male participants and 23 females in this sample. Participant’s 573

handedness was measured using the Edinburgh Handedness In- 574

ventory [28]. Participant questionnaire collected data about their 575

experience with computers and video games. None of the male 576

participants indicated left-hand bias. Three female participants, 577

however, indicated a left-hand bias. All participants chose to use 578

the mouse with their right hand. Participants were assigned to an 579

order of presentation of the within-subjects conditions by Latin 580

Square. Each participant was assigned to the next order of pre- 581

sentation of the Display conditions in the Display Latin Square. 582

Each participant was then assigned the next order of presentation 583

of the TarSEsf conditions in the TarSEsf Latin Square. 584

C. Apparatus 585

The same software deployed for Experiment 2 was used in 586

this experiment. Initial movement time (iMT), probability of 587

correct initial movement (iMove), the number of times on-target 588

(otCnt), time from target pop-up to target selection (ST), and 589

time-stamped movement profiles were collected for each trial. 590
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D. Experimental Procedure591

The procedure was similar to Experiment 2, with a few excep-592

tions. A computer-based version of the Edinburgh Handedness593

Inventory (EHI) [28] was administered. The tactors were then594

applied to the participant’s preferred hand. The tactor discrim-595

ination test was then administered and the tactors repositioned596

as necessary to achieve zero perceived bias between the tactors.597

Training before each block included a review of the stimuli598

that will be presented for the block, eight training targets, and a599

posttraining opportunity to ask questions about the stimuli.600

The primary task of the participants during a trial was to601

quickly move the cursor onto the target and then click on the602

left mouse button. Each testing block included 32 trials. When a603

trial began, the target stimuli were presented as appropriate for604

the block, and the cursor appeared at the center of the screen.605

The stimuli continued to be presented until the trial ended.606

Each trial ended when the participant clicked on the target. The607

following trial began after a randomly generated delay ranging608

from 2 to 9 s.609

E. Results610

The GLM in SPSS 11.5 was employed to analyze the 2 × 3 ×611

2 × 2 mixed factorial design. All tests were run at the α = 0.05612

level.613

For Selection time, the tactile-only display resulted in sig-614

nificantly slower target selection times than the visual + tac-615

tile display [F (1, 28) = 274.33, p < 0.000, (η B2P
pPB = 0.907]616

MST = 5363 and MST = 1395 ms, respectively. No other617

main effects were significant. There was a significant Display ×618

TarSEsf × GarUDo interaction [F (2, 56) = 3.375, p < 0.005,619

(η B2P
pPB = 0.118] (see Table I for means). There was also a620

significant TarSEsf × GarUDo interaction [(F(2, 56) = 3.399,621

p < 0.005, (η B2P
pPB = 0.125) indicating that there was an in-622

teraction between the gradient of vibrotactile stimuli (GraU or623

GraD) and the method used to highlight the target (TarS, TarEf,624

or TarEs) for selection time as shown in Fig. 13. The larger625

the difference between off- and on-target cues (e.g., TarS/GraU,626

TarEs/GraU, TarEf/GraDo), the less time the participant spends627

on the target before selecting the target, and the less time it takes628

from target pop-up for the participant to select the target. This629

appears to be particularly true when the approach to the target630

is with an increasing pulse rate (GraU). These results support631

the hypothesis that variation in pulse rate when moving On/Off632

the target will result in shorter time-on-target than no variation633

in pulse rate.634

For the number of movements on target until acquisi-635

tion (otCnt), there was a significant main effect for display636

[F (1, 28) = 125.84, p < 0.000, (η B2P
pPB = 0.818] (MotCnt =637

1.37 for the visual + tactile display and MotCnt = 2.69 for638

the tactile-only display). There was also a main effect for tar-639

get cuing $[F (2, 28) = 4.351, p < 0.018,η} B2P
pPB = 0.134]640

where the suppressed target (no cues on target) caused more641

repetitions on target than either one of the enhanced condi-642

tions (MotCnt = 2.16 (SD = 0.33, MotCnt = 1.96 (SD = 0.25),643

and MotCnt = 1.96 (SD = 0.28) for the suppressed, enhanced644

fast, and enhanced slow, respectively). The interaction Display645

TABLE I
TARGET SELECTION TIMES (IN SECONDS)

Fig. 13. Target selection time in Experiment 3 as a function of gradient and
target cuing. There was a significant interaction between the cuing on target
(suppressed, enhanced fast, or enhanced slow) and the gradient of the movement
(up or down, see Fig. 12).

× Target was also significant [F (2, 56) = 3.29, p < 0.05, 646

(ηB2P
pPB = 0.105]. 647

With regard to initial movement time (in milliseconds), there 648

was a significant main effect of display [F (1, 28) = 47.663, p < 649

0.000, (ηB2P
pPB = 0.630] indicating that the initial movement in 650

the visual + tactile conditions was significantly faster than in 651

the tactile-only condition (M = 0.349 (SD = 0.88), M = 0.484 652

(SD = 148)]. These results are similar to the ones found in 653

Experiment 2. 654

Given that there was no difference in target selection time, 655

or numbers of time on target across the continuous and dis- 656

crete conditions, the data suggest that gradient continuity is not 657

necessary in this measure of marksmanship. The results sup- 658

port the hypothesis that discontinuous vibrotactile direction and 659

distance cues will result in identical target selection times to 660

continuous vibrotactile direction and distance cues. It should 661
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be noted, however, that in all cases the visual + tactile display662

conditions were superior to the tactile-only conditions.663

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION664

The purpose of this study was twofold: 1) to establish whether665

vibrotactile guidance cues can improve target acquisition over666

visual cues alone and 2) to examine whether vibrotacitle cues667

can effectively convey not only the direction but also the mag-668

nitude of movement.669

Experiment 1 established the effect on initial response to670

vibrotactile guidance cues of tactor placements on the palm671

(ventral) versus on the back of the hand (dorsal), and targets672

appearing left versus right of center. Results suggest that tactile673

cues provided on the left side of the medial line of the hand674

afford moving the hand to the left, while tactile cues on the675

right side of the medial line afford moving the hand to the676

right.677

Experiment 2 established the effect of continuous relative678

distance cues and on- versus off-target vibrotactile stimuli on679

reaction time and accuracy for target selection. Results suggest680

that there may be an interaction between the pulse rate of vibro-681

tactile stimuli and the method used to highlight an “on-target”682

condition. Generally, the suppressed target condition was supe-683

rior to the enhanced target condition. This was particularly true684

when the pulse rate increased as the cursor moved closer to a685

target.686

Experiment 2 also demonstrated the dominance of visual per-687

ception over tactile perception. When visual displays are avail-688

able, the tactile cues significantly improved initial movement689

time. Hence, the direction of movement can be determined much690

faster and with more reliability when tactile cues are provided691

than with visual cues alone. This may be attributed to the fact692

that the addition of tactile stimuli reduces the need to visually693

search for the appearance of a new target. Particularly, in the694

conditions simulated in our experiments, there was a high de-695

gree of uncertainty regarding target onset and it most likely may696

be encouraging participants to adopt a strategy of attending to697

the tactile event cue. However, the fact that we did not find simi-698

lar initial movements in the tactile-only condition reinforces the699

notion that the tactile cues facilitate the faster movement only700

when the visual cues are also present. There was no significant701

difference in target selection time between the visual and visual702

+ tactile condition, possibly due to the interaction between the703

tactile cueing gradient and the way the target was highlighted.704

Experiment 3 examined the performance differences between705

discrete and continuous distance information for target selec-706

tion, and investigated the interaction between the near-target707

pulse rate and on-target cues. Results suggest that maximizing708

the difference between near-target guidance cues and on-target709

cues reduces the target selection time, particularly when the710

near-target burst rates are frequent (about 9 bursts/s). The re-711

sults also confirm that, as with vision, the vibrotactile off-target712

guidance cues are not necessary during the entire target selection713

task. Rather, the guidance cues can be provided only during the714

initial pop-up condition and during the submovements closing715

on the target with little or no change in performance. Futher-716

TABLE II
RANK ORDER OF THE BEST SELECTION TIME PROFILES

more, Experiment 3 showed again, as in Experiment 2, that for 717

tactile cues there was an interaction between the tactile gradient 718

and the way the target is highlighted. 719

A. Practical Implications 720

The results obtained in this study offer some practical impli- 721

cations for the design of vibrotactile guidance cues for target 722

acquisition. 723

1) It is possible to reduce the visual search time, i.e., promote 724

the initial movement toward a target by almost half when 725

adding tactile cues. 726

2) When varying the pulse rate as a function of distance off- 727

target, and when providing for on-target cues, the larger 728

the difference between near- and on-target cues, the bet- 729

ter. The worst combination of cues is to have the same 730

on-target burst rate as the near-target burst rate. Here, we 731

found the best combination of cues is to have a frequent 732

burst rate (about 9 bursts/s, e.g., ISI = 10 ms) near the tar- 733

get, with vibrotactile cues absent on-target. The next best 734

combination of cues is to have a frequent burst rate near 735

the target, with infrequent burst rate (about 3 bursts/s, e.g., 736

ISI = 250 ms) from both tactors on-target (see Table II). 737

3) A concern with vibrotactile sensors is that they remain 738

fixed in place when operators move about, as in com- 739

bat situation. The ventral tactor position enables posi- 740

tioning the tactors on the aiming tool rather than on the 741

hand. 742

B. Recommendations for Future Research 743

Since the tactors would most likely be applied to only one sur- 744

face of the hand in TAGS (i.e., ventral or dorsal), our purpose 745

for these studies was to establish, among other things, which 746

surface of the hand should be employed for our given appli- 747

cation rather than exploring the more fundamental affordance 748

issues requiring an exhaustive analysis of the possible combi- 749

nations of tactor placement and hand orientation. Such a study 750

would permit a more complete analysis of the possible shift 751

between negative- and positive-feedback that may occur with 752

multisurface tactor placement spanning a wide range of hand 753

orientations with respect to the acceleration reference frame. 754

Our design focused on establishing the effect of subtle versus 755

extreme variations in on- versus off-target guidance cues, and 756

whether or not a continuously presented gradient is necessary 757

for providing guidance cues to the target. This was done using a 758

single gradient (see Fig. 7) based on the analysis of movement 759

in one study. Future research needs to explore a variety of 760

gradients. 761
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Experience with the tactors seems to affect participants’ abil-762

ity to perform the target selection task irrespective of the type of763

tactile guidance cues provided. From our experience, we have764

noted that participants take the time to explore the full range765

of the tactile display during training rather than simply acquire766

the target. The effect of familiarity, experience, and training in767

tactile displays needs to be further examined.768
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